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SELECTED BY: DIANA BURROUGHS, CARL FUDGE, CLARE GARFIELD, JUSTIN SANZ, DAVID SENIOR AND MARIE TENNYSON.

My original relation to the contemporary art world was composed of scenarios of friendship, of following along with people that I cared about as they tried to make work, tried to show work, and generally labored to build a career. There were avenues for teaching or travel or residencies that would open up, and shared experiences of following along with classifieds for new openings, opportunities, shared studio spaces, calls for participation, and grants. As we age, we pass through stages where some people have luck showing work in the world, and others don’t. Participating in any jury process triggers memories of this almost tidal process, of the sending out of submissions and then their return back to one’s (now electronic) mailbox. With the flow of these things, you celebrate or console with the successes and set-backs. New York City is a particular stage where this drama plays out rather intensely as waves and waves of new, eager individuals constantly arrive, looking to have an art life. Space is always at a premium here - whether it be a space to live or finding a space to make work, to collaborate and exhibit.

Implied in the New Prints Program at IPCNY is an offer of a consistent space for a large local and international community of printmakers to share new work, to be able to exhibit new work. It seems like a simple operation, but seasonal, open-call exhibitions have become a rarer scenario.
I come from a slightly different art tribe in terms of my work as a librarian at the Museum of Modern Art. It is a tangential community, connected by paper and ink, but not totally related. It was clear that the other jurors had a better understanding of the techniques used in the huge number of prints that we sifted through during the selections process. I was appreciative to learn some background on specifics related to a printmaking technique or an artist’s background - whether a student or established figure in the printmaking world. The jury experience at IPCNY was a quick initiation into this printmaking community and very interesting. The level of information and the staff’s and other jurors’ knowledge showed a real depth of involvement in the medium and the circles of connections within academic and professional settings.

Connecting some of the discussion during the jury meeting, I was able to glean details of the network created by the medium of printmaking in New York and elsewhere. From participating in the discussion, and from seeing the quantity and quality of the submissions, I saw the New Prints program as a successful element in this international network of artists and presses. In my own research in art history and print culture, I am most often drawn to narratives that chart networks of people exchanging new images and ideas through experimental publications, through alternative distribution networks of printed matter. These networks commonly connect to actual physical spaces of galleries, art spaces, studios, publishing houses where innovative people work hard to create space for friends and other co-conspirators to collaborate and make printed work and distribute it. These labors, of creating new spaces, are very generous, and challenging to sustain.

In my mind, the vital part of any space like IPCNY is this operation of community-building, of sustaining an organization so it can in turn continue to sustain its core participants and audience. It definitely was clear to me that the agenda of the staff in relation to the New Prints Program was to be diligent in offering space for new work. IPCNY created an organized and productive atmosphere for the judging to occur.

The process of continuing as an artist is not easy, and there are many bumps in the road. The atmosphere of the art market can be harsh and unwelcoming. For that reason, I am always thankful for the art spaces that I encounter like IPCNY that are welcoming to their audiences and the artists they support. During the course of the selections meeting, I found out that this is Anne Coffin’s last New Prints show as Director of IPCNY. It seems fitting to publicly thank her and her staff, in this little space of an introductory essay, for this show and particularly for the rich format of the New Prints Program. I am sure there is a very long list of printmakers who have participated in the program over the years who would echo loudly this sentiment.
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